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FOREWORD 
This volume is part  of a ten-volume set that describes the mechanical and electrome- 
chanical systems of launch vehicle SA-8 and launch complex 37B that function either 
during the prelaunch countdown o r  in the event of a launch abort, and the mechanical 
and electromechanical systems of the launch vehicle that function during flight. 
The ten-volume set  is prepared for the Functional Integration Section, Systems Inte- 
gration & Operation Branch, Vehicle Systems Divisions, P&VE Laboratory, MSFC, by 
Systems Engineering Branch, Chrysler Corporation Space Division under Contract 
NAS 8-4016. 
This volume describes subsystems and components within launch vehicle SA-8 and on 
launch complex 37B that make up the RP-1 fuel system. The information is presented 
in three sections: functional description, index of finding numbers, and mechanical 
schematics. The technical content reflects the functional system design information 
available on February 20, 1964. 
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SECTION I 
FUNCTIONAL D ESC RIPT ION 
AM- a 3 1 ~ 3  1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The RP-1 fuel system supplies fuel to the S-I stage propulsion system. A physical and 
functional block diagram of the system is provided in figure 1-1. As shown in this 
block diagram, portions of the system are  physically located within the S-I stage and 
the remainder is located in launch complex 37B. The ground complex portion consists 
of a fuel storage facility, a fuel transfer subsystem, and equipment for controlling and 
monitoring the operation of system components. The vehicle portion consists of four 
fuel tanks, sensing elements for determining fuel level, density, temperature, and 
pressure,  and control networks for controlling fuel tank pressurization and fuel t rans-  
f e r  to and from the ground-based portion of the system, 
Section I of this volume provides a physical and functional description of the system 
components, and describes the system operation. Section I1 provides an alpha-numer- 
ical listing by finding number of all components in the functional system. Section I11 
provides functional schematics of the system. 
1.2 SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 
The three functions of the fuel system are: the storage of sufficient fuel for  filling the 0 
S-I stage fuel tanks, the transfer of fuel between the fuel storage area and the S-I stage 
fuel tanks, and the supply of fuel to the engines during vehicle flight. 
For  the performance of these functions, the fuel system is divided into functional sub- 
systems as indicated in figure 1-1. 
1 . 2 . 1  Fuel Storage - Fuel is transferred from mobile tankers to a 43,000 gallon fuel 
storage tank in the fuel storage subsystem where, the fuel is stored and conditioned for 
subsequent transfer to the S-I stage. 
L 
1. 2.2 Fuel Transfer - Fuel transfer between the fuel storage tank and the S-I stage 
fuel tanks entails four operations: fill, adjust level drain, replenish, and drain. These 
operations are initiated 2nd cofitrolled from- control panels within the !aimch control 
center (LCC). From these panels, each t ransfer  operation can be sequenced auto- 
matically o r  manually, or can be simulated to verify the operation of t ransfer  system 
components without actually transferring fuel. 
1 . 2 . 2 . 1  Fill Operation. During fill, fuel is transferred from the fuel storage a rea  
through the t ransfer  lines and into the fuel tanks, This operation entails three se- 
quences: fast fill, slow fill, and line drain. During fast fill, fuel flows through the 
fast  f i l l  transfer equipment at the rate  of 2000 gallons per minute. When the tanks a r e  
98 percent filled, fas t  fill is terminated and slow f i l l  is initiated. During slow f i l l ,  
fuel flows through the s low fill transfer equipment which reduces the fuel flow rate  to 
a 
1.1 
0 ZUU gaiions per  minute. overfilled to approximately 101  percent of a predetermined fuel level, 
termined fuel level is calculated to provide the correct  mass  loading of fuel at a nom- 
inal fuel density, 
k'uel t ransler  continues at the slow rate until the tanks are 
This prede- 
Because actual fuel density is usually less than this nominal value, the tanks are over- 
filled to compensate for density variations and insure that a sufficient fuel mass  is 
loaded during the initial filling operation. Later in the countdown sequence, actual 
fue l  density i s  determined; a new fuel level is calculated, and excess  fuel is drained 
from the tanks. Upon completion of slow fill, line drain is initiated to drain residual 
fuel from the transfer lines. 
1.2.2.2 Level Adjust Drain. The level adjust drain operation permits  excess fuel to  
be drained from the S-I stage fuel tanks and t ransferred back to the storage facility 
through the level adjust regulator portion of the t ransfer  subsystem. Normally this is 
the final fuel transfer operation in a countdown srquence. The amount of excess fuel 
drained during this operation is  determincd by :I tmking computer. The tanking com- 
puter controls the level adjust regulator and terminates the sequence when the excess 
fuel has been drained. 
1.2. 2.3 Replenish. 
tanks when last-minute changes in vehicle fuel requirements necessitate the addition 
of fuel after the level and adjust drain operation has been performed. In the f i r s t  phase 
of replenish, the transfer lines are filled a t  a rapid rate  (2000 gallons pe r  minute) be- 
fore any fuel is transferred into the fuel tanks. After the t ransfer  lines are filled, fuel 
is pumped through the slow fill portion of the t ransfer  line and into the fuel tanks a t  200 
gallons per  minute. When the tanking computer senses  that the tanks are 100 percent 
filled with respect to the new fuel level requirement, replenish is terminated and the 
transfer lines a re  again drained. 
The replenish operation is used for  adding fuel to the S-I fuel 
1.2.2.4 Drain. During the  drain operation, fuel is drained f rom the S-I stage fuel 
tanks and transferred back to the fuel storage tank. This operation does not form a 
part  of the normiil countdown sequence and is used only in the event of a launch can- 
cellation. 
1.2.3 Engine Fuel Supply - Engine fuel supply functions begin just pr ior  to H-1 engine 
ignition and are terminated a t  engine cutoff. These functions entail: a fuel bubbling op- 
eration, fuel tank pressurization operations, and H-1 engine fuel supply and shutoff op- 
e r a  t ions. 
1.3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
1. 3. 1 Storage Equipment - The lip-1 fuel system storage equipment consists of a 
43,000 gallon storage tank, a fi l tcr/separator unit, and associated networks of lines 
and valves necessary for filling and draining the storage tank and routing fuel to the 
lutil transfer equipment. 
1.3 .2  Transfer Equipment 
1.3.2.1 Transfer Pump. The line pressure and flowrate necessary for transferring 
fuel between the RP-1 fuel storage tank and the S-I stage fuel tanks a r e  provided by 
Transfer  Pump A502, and Transfer  Pump Motor A504. The t ransfer  pump is capable 
of pumping fuel through the transfer lines at 2000 gpm and 175 psig. Operation of the 
transfer pump is electrically interlocked with fuel transfer sequences which a r e  ini- 
tiated and controlled f rom the RP-1 control panel and the RP-1 components panel in 
the LCC. 
1. 3.2.2 Fast Fill Components. 
consists of fast fill Pneumatic Valve A517 and Orifice A550. ( See figure 3-1. ) Dur- 
ing fast fill, the fast f i l l  valve is opened by a pneumatic control pressure  from the 
RP-1 pneumatic control console and provides a 2000 gpm flow of fuel from fuel trans- 
fer Pump A502 to the S-I stage fuel tanks. 
The fast f i l l  portion of the fuel transfer subsystem 
1.3.2.3 Slow Fill Components. Slow Fill Pneumatic Valve A521 and Orifice A551 com- 
pr i se  the slow f i l l  components. ( See figure 3-1.) 
located in the main fuel transfer line and is controlled by pneumatic inputs from the 
RP-1 pneumatic control console. When opened, the slow f i l l  valve allows fuel dis- 
charge from Transfer Pump A502 to flow to the S-I stage fuel tanks. Orifice A551, 
located downstream from the valve, restricts fuel flow to 200 gpm. 
1.3.2.4 Power Drain Equipment. The power-drain portion of the transfer subsystem 
consists of ball-type Pneumatic Valve A518. This valve operates in conjunction with 
line drain Pneumatic Valve A520 to provide a rapid transfer of fuel from the S-I stage 
fuel tanks to the storage tank ,during a line drain sequence o r  an automatic drain se- 
quence. 
pneumatic control console. 
Slow fill Pneumatic Valve A521 is 
a 
Pneumatic Valve A518 is controlled by pneumatic pressure  from the RP-1 
1.3.2. 5 Level Adjust Equipment. 
controls the draining of fuel from the S-I stage fuel tanks during level adjust drain and 
automatic drain sequences. Level adjust equipment consists of level adjust Flow Regu- 
lator A522 and Pneumatic Relay A559. The flow regulator is controlled by differential 
pneumatic pressure applied across  the regulator dome. The differential p ressure  is 
controlled by the pneumatic relay, which, in turn, is controlled by a signal f rom Fuel 
Tanking Computer A583. Depending on the magnitude of the tanking computer signal, 
the pneumatic relay regulates the differential pressure across  the regulator dome be- 
tween 3 and 15 psig. When the fuel tanks a r e  drained to the 101 percent full level, the 
tanking computer signal to the pneumatic relay gradually reduces the differential pres-  
sure  across  the regulator dome, This action gradually reduces flow through the regu- 
lator and finally terminates flow when the tanks a r e  drained to the 100 percent full level. 
The level adjust portion of the t ransfer  subsystem 
1.3.2.6 Line Drain Equipment. The line drain portion of the transfer subsystem is 
used to drain fuel from the transfer lines during an automatic drain sequence and upon 
termination of a fill sequence o r  a replenish sequence. Line drain Pneumatic Valve 
A520 and Je t  Eductor A514 comprise the line drain components. During line drain,  
fuel is pumped through the line drain valve and the jet eductor to draw fuel from the 
a 
1 . 3  
r 1 ‘  iiidiii I I ~ I I ~ ~ C L  LIII-. Wht3n fuel passes  through the jet eductor, a suction is created 
that draws residual fuel from the transfer lines. 
1. 3.3 Control Equipment and Subsystems 
1. 3. 3. 1 HP-1 Pneumatic Control Console. The RP-1 pneumatic control console pro- 
vides regulation, control, and distribution of gaseous nitrogen (GN2) for the operation 
of valves in the fuel transfer subsystem. This console is located near  the fuel t rans-  
fer va lve  complex, approximately 108 feet  from the umbilical tower. The console re- 
duces a 3500-psig supply of GN2 from the nitrogen and helium storage facility to 750- 
psig and distributes this supply pressure to individual solenoid valves. The solenoid 
valves are individually controlled by signals from the RP-1 control panel located in the 
LCC, and supply 750-psig GN2 control pressure to the following fuel t ransfer  valves: 
fas t  f i l l  Pneumatic Valve A517, slow fill Pneumatic Valve A521, power drain Pneumat- 
ic Valve A518, and line drain Pneumatic Valve A520. 
1 .3 .3 .2  RP-1 Control Panel. 
center of the LCC and is used f l ) r  initiating the sequential progression of the fill, ad- 
just level drain, replenish, and drain operations. Functions of the controls located on 
this panel a r e  listed beloIv. 
The RP-1 control panel is located in the fuel control 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
C’ . 
The power switch controls electrical  power to other components in the panel. 
The four-way FUNCTION SELECTOR switch is used for selecting one of three 
modes of fuel system operation: operate, simulate, o r  manual. With the 
switch at the OPERATE position, the fuel system is se t  for automatic and se- 
quential operation. At the SIMULATE position, the switch provides for auto- 
matic and sequential operation of the system to verify system components. 
This mode of operation is identical to the operate mode except that the fuel 
transfer pumps are not operated, therefore, no fuel is transferred.  When 
placed to the MANUAL position, the switch t ransfers  control to the RP-1 com- 
ponents panel for manual operation of individual system components. 
The fill pushbutton is used to initiate the automatic fuel filling operation. As 
previously described, the operation consists of a fast  fill sequence, a slow fill 
sequence, and a lint. drain sequence. Once the fill pushbutton switch is de- 
pressed, progressions from one sequence to the next are automatic. 
The slow fill pushbutton switch initiates the slow fill sequence. 
The adjust lcvel drain pushbutton switch initiates the draining of excess  fuel 
from the S-I stage tanks and t ransfers  control of the level adjust operation to 
:I lhiw>-\iay tog:glci switch. At the LINE INSERT position, the switch initiates 
:I scquence for draining thf. fuel filling mas t  and fuel t ransfer  line upon termin- 
at ion of the  adjust 1c.vcl drain sequence. 
rc\rei*ts t h e  adjust lclvel drain sequence to a standby condition so the sequence 
can he repeated :IS necessary. 
At the RESET position, the switch 
f. The mast  purge toggle switch initiates a manual purge of the fuel transfer line 
and the fuel filling mast. 
g. The replenish pushbutton initiates the automatic replenish sequence which con- 
sists of a transfer line fill operation, a replenish operation, and a transfer line 
drain operation which is performed after the fuel tanks have been replenished. 
h. The drain pushbutton initiates the automatic draining of the S-I stage fuel tanks. 
i. The fuel bubbling toggle switch initiates the manual o r  automatic bubbling op- 
eration. At the MANUAL position ,the switch provides for  fuel bubbling check- 
out. With the switch positioned to AUTOMATIC, fuel bubbling is automatically 
initiated during the countdown sequence. 
1.3.3.3 RP-1 Components Panel. The RP-1 components panel is located in the LCC 
and provides switches and controls for manual operation of components within the fuel 
t ransfer  subsystem. These switches and controls become functional only when the four- 
way selector switch on the RP-1 control panel is turned to the MANUAL position. 
1.3.3.4 Fuel Density Computer Subsystem. The fuel density computer subsystem con- 
s i s t s  of three primary units: Fuel Density Computer A584, the fuel density computer 
panel, and a digital indicator panel. The fuel density computer is located on the second 
floor of the AGCS building; the fuel density computer panel and the digital indicator 
panel a r e  located in LCC propellant loading rack assembly No. 2. 
The fuel density computer subsystem measures the density of fuel within the S-I stage 
fuel tanks and computes the percentage difference between measured density and a nom- 
inal density assumed for  preliminary fuel tanking operations. The percentage differ- 
ence between the density values is used in conjunction with propellant loading tables to 
determine a differential p ressure  correction factor that is programed into the fuel tank- 
ing computer. 
making final adjustments to the S-I stage fuel load. 
The fuel tanking computer uses  the correction factor as the basis for 
The density computer determines fuel density by measuring the differential pressure 
ac ross  a known volume of fuel in tank F-4 and comparing the measured pressure  with 
a differential pressure predetermined for  the same volume of fuel at  a nominal specific 
gravity of 0, 810, A pressure transducer within the density computer measures  the 
pressure  differential between one of four pressure probes which extend to different 
depths in the upper region of the tank, and one that extends to the bottom of the tank. 
One of the four upper probes is preselected for use in taking this pressure measure- 
ment on the basis of predetermined mission fuel level. Since the exact displacement 
between pressure probes is known, it follows that the differential p ressure  is meas- 
ured with respect to a known volume of fuel. Any difference between the measured 
differential pressure and the predetermined differential p ressure  reflects a propor- 
tional deviation in fuel density from a nominal specific gravity of 0.810. 
termined differential pressure is preset into the fuel density computer before the com- 
puter i s  delivered to the launch site. 
The prede- a 
1 . 5  
0 The fuel density computer panel provides a direct  indication of the fuel density differ- ential pressure programed into the density computer. The fuel density digital indica- 
tor  panel displays the actual density of fuel within the fuel tanks. Actual density is in- 
dicated a s  a percentage of the nominal specific gravity programed into the fuel density 
computer, and is based on the predetermined differential p ressure  indication that ap- 
pears  on the fuel density computer panel. 
1. 3 . 3 . 5  Fuel Tanking Computer Subsystem. The fuel tanking computer subsystem reg- 
ulates the amount of fuel loaded into the s-I stage fuel tanks with respect to the fuel mass 
requirements of a given mission. The system consists of Fuel Tanking Computer A583, 
a fuel tanking computer panel, and a digital indicator panel. The fuel tanking computer 
i s  located on the second floor of the AGCS building; the tanking computer panel and dig- 
ital indicator panel are located in LCC propellant loading rack assembly No. 2. 
The tanking computer regulates the amount of fuel loaded into the fuel tanks with re- 
spect to predetermined fuel pressure  heads for fuel in tank F-4. 
corporates a pressure transducer that senses  the differential p ressure  between a pres-  
su re  probe located in the ullage of tank F-4 and one near  the bottom of the tank. 
lower probe is  also used by the fuel density computer in determining fuel density. The 
measured differential pressure represents the fuel pressure  head in the tank minus the 
ambient pressure in the tank ullage. 
is programed to halt the slow fill sequence when the measured fuel pressure  head reach- 
es a predetermined value. 
mass  requirements, a nominal fuel specific gravity of 0.810, and a *O. 465 psig fuel dif- 
ferential pressure correction factor that provides for initial overfilling of the tanks. 
Before the fi l l  operation is initiated, 98 percent of this predetermined differential pres-  
su re  is programed into the computer. The same percentage of the predetermined pres-  
su re  head i s  displayed on the fue l  tanking digital indicator panel. 
The computer in- 
The 
Before delivery to the launch site,  the computer 
This predetermined head pressure  is based on mission fuel 
During the fill operation, computer command signals effect control of t ransfer  line com- 
ponents through AGCS relay logic networks and the RP-1 pneumatic control console. 
Upon termination of the slow fill sequence, a fuel differential p ressure  correction is 
"dialed" into the f u e l  tanking computer panel to compensate for  the difference between 
nominal fue l  density and actual fuel density. The pressure  correction is  taken f rom 
propellant loading tables and is based on the actual fuel density indication displayed on 
the fue l  density indicator panel. With the pressure  correction programed into the com- 
puter, the fuel quantity digital indicator panel indicates the existing fuel level as a per- 
centage of the corrected differential p ressure  requirement. The percentage indication 
is normally greater than 100 percent ( approximately 102 percent)  because the tanks 
a r e  initially overfilled. During the level adjust drain sequence, excess fuel is drained 
Irorn the tanks until thc tanking computer senses  the required differential fuel pres-  
su re  head in fuel tank F-4. Throughout this sequence, the tanking computer controls 
levcl adjust drain components in the t ransfer  subsystem and halts the draining of fuel 
\\hen thc fuel quantity digital indicator panel indicates that the tanks are 100 percent 
lull. 
'The fue l  tanking computer panel has two manually s e t  digital readouts. 
1. 6 
One readout scale,  marked FUEL DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURES ( p s i ) ,  is preset  for 
the nominal fuel tank differential pressure;  the other scale,  marked PRESSURE COR- 
RECTION ( p s i ) ,  is adjustable k0.465 psig for differential pressure corrections based 
on fuel density deviations. A I'telephone'' dial and a positive o r  negative selector switch 
a r e  used for entering differential pressure corrections. 
The fuel quantity digital indicator panel indicates fuel quantity in tank F-4 as a per-  
centage of the preset  differential pressure indicated on the fuel tanking computer panel. 
1 .3 .4  S-I Stage Components and Subsystems - The major components and subsystems 
which form the S-I stage portion of the fuel system are identified in figure 1-1 and des- 
cribed below. 
The S-I stage contains four fuel tanks which supply fuel for H-1 engine operation. Each 
tank supplies fuel to one outboard engine and one inboard engine, The four tanks a r e  
alternately arranged with four LOX tanks in a circular pattern about a center LOX tank. 
A common manifold interconnects the ullage a r e a  of the four tanks to maintain equal ul- 
lage pressure.  A similar  manifold interconnects the lower portions of the tanks to main- 
tain an equal fuel level within the tanks. 
fuel tanks F-2 and F-4. sense fuel depletion to initiate inboard and outboard engine shut- 
down. Also located in fuel tank F-4 are  differential p ressure  probes which provide fuel 
pressure  data for determining fuel density and fuel levels during fuel tanking operations. 
The fuel tank pressurization subsystem regulates pressure  within the fuel tanks to main- 
tain a constant net positive fuel pressure head during vehicle flight. The subsystem con- 
tains two high-pressure spheres,  which a r e  filled with 3000 psig GN2 for in-flight pres-  
surization of the tanks, GN2 from these spheres is introduced into the upper fuel tank 
interconnecting manifold through three electromechanical valves. The valves are con- 
trolled by a pressure  switch that monitors fuel tank pressure.  From the lower mani- 
fold, fuel is supplied to each H-1 engine by a single suction line. Normally closed 
Pneumatic Valves (prevalves) B103 are  pressure  operated to the open position during 
fi l l  sequences and during engine operation but a r e  released to the closed position a t  en- 
gine shutdown or  in the event of engine malfunction. 
Fuel level sensors ,  located in the bottom of 
1 . 4  SYSTEM OPERATIONS 
RP-1 fuel system operations are identified with respect to the three functions of the 
system: fuel storage, fuel transfer,  and engine fuel supply. The operations and se- 
quences involved in the performance of these functions are described separately and 
in t e rms  of component operation. The arrangement and interrelationship of system 
components identified in these descriptions are illustrated in system schematic dia- 
grams,  figures 3-1 and 3-2. Detailed physical and functional descriptions of these 
components are given in the index of finding numbers. 
1.4. 1 Storage Operations - Storage operations include a storage tank filling sequence 
and a fuel filtration sequence. In the storage tank filling sequence, Storage Tank A501 
is filled with 43, 000 gallons of fuel from service t ra i lers .  
Sequence, fuel in the storage tank i s  circulated through a fi l ter/separator unit that 
During the fuel filtration 
1 . 7  
fi l ters foreign matter from the fuel and removes water that becomes mixed with the 
fue l  due to condensation within the storage tank. 
1.4.2 Transfer Operations - Transfer  operations include all operations necessary 
for filling o r  draining the S-I stage fuel tanks. 
level drain,  replenish, and drain operations described in paragraph 1.3.  Although 
these operations can be performed manually o r  automatically, only the automatic op- 
erations are discussed. 
0 
These operations are the fill, adjust 
1. 4.2. 1 Fill. The automatic fill operation includes the fast fill, slow fill, and line 
drain sequences described in paragraph 1.2. 
to 98 percent of a predetermined level and is immediately followed by a slow fill se- 
quence that overfills the tanks to approximately 102 percent of the predetermined fuel 
level. 
The fast fill sequence fills the fuel tanks 
a. Initial Setup. 
quence i s  initiated: 
The following operations are performed before the fast  fill se- 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
The fuel filling mast is manually connected to the S-I stage fill and drain 
Quick-Disconnect Coupling B112. 
Manual Vali.es A523 and A524 on fuel Storage Tank A501 are opened. 
Manual Valve A591 is closed, and Manual Valve A590 is opened. 
Manual Valves A572, A573. A574 and A530 are opened. 
Power switches on the RP-1 control panel, fuel tanking computer panel, 
and fuel density computer panel are turned to  the POWER position. 
The fuel density computer panel is se t  to indicate the density differential 
pressure programed into the fuel density computer. 
Fuel vent Pneumatic Valves B260 are opened by 750-psig GN2 control 
pressure valve panel No. 9. 
All other manual valves and pneumatic valves in the t ransfer  subsystem 
r e  in ;I i n closed. 
b. Fast Fill. The fast fill sequence occurs  as follows: 
1. The fast fill operation is initiated at  the RP-1 control panel by turning the 
four way selcctor sivitch to the operate position and depressing the fill 
pushbutton. 
2 .  Fast fill Pneumatic Valve A517 and slow f i l l  Pneumatic Valve A521 are 
opened by 750-psig GN2 inputs f rom Solenoid Valves A2869 and A2871, 
respectively. 
1. 8 
~ 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7.  
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
Booster line Pneumatic Valve A519 is opened by a 750-psig GN2 control 
pressure from valve panel No. 5. 
Fuel f i l l  and drain Pneumatic Valve B l l l  is opened by a 750-psig GN2 con- 
trol  pressure from the launcher manifold through Quick-Disconnect A6501 
and B101. 
Fuel vent Pneumatic Valves (B260) a r e  opened by a 750-psig GN2 con- 
t rol  pressure from valve panel No. 9. 
A signal from the RP-1 control panel s t a r t s  Transfer Pump A502. 
Fuel flows by gravity through Manual Valve A523 to Transfer Pump A502 
where it is discharged into the t ransfer  line at 2000 gpm 
175 psig. Thermal Switch A578 stops the pump motor if 
reaches an unsafe level (usually 100 F) . 
Relief Valve A546 relieves line pressure  in excess of 60 
age tank ullage area.  
and approximately 
fuel temperature 
psig to the s tor-  
Fuel flows through Strainer A511, fast f i l l  Pneumatic Valve A517 slow 
fill Pneumatic Valve A521, Orifices A550 and A551 to discharge Pneu- 
matic Valve A516. 
From Pneumatic Valve A516 fuel flows to the fuel filling mast  through 
Manual Valve A590 and Pneumatic Valve A519. Relief Valve A593 pro- 
tects the transfer line downstream f rom Manual Valve A590 by venting 
fuel pressure  in excess of 60 psig into the upstream portion of the line. 
Strainers A575 and A512 remove solid particles from the fuel. 
Air Eliminator A557 and Air Vent A558 remove air from the fuel in the 
t ransfer  line. 
vented to the transfer l ine through Relief Valve A582. 
Fuel pressure in the air eliminator in excess of 5 psig is 
Fuel flows through the filling mast  and into tank F-1 through Retractable 
Coupling Assembly A4500, Quick-Disconnect Coupling B112 and fill and 
drain Pneumatic Valve B111. The position of Pneumatic Valve B l l l  is 
monitored throughout the filling sequence. 
Fuel flows from tank F-1 into tanks F-2, F-3, and F-4 through the low- 
er fuel tank manifold. 
A i r  displaced by the rising fuel level is discharged through fuel vent 
Pneumatic Valves B260. 
tored throughout the tanking operations. 
The position of the fuel vent valves is moni- 
c. Slow Fill. 
A583 senses that the tanks a r e  98 percent full. 
a s  follows: 
The slow fill sequence is initiated when Fuel Tanking Computer 
The slow fill sequence occurs 
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1. 
2 .  
3.  
4. 
5. 
6.  
7. 
8. 
Upon sensing that the fuel tanks are 98 percent full, Fuel Tanking Com- 
puter A583 transmits a signal to the RP-1 control panel that causes fast 
fill Pneumatic Valve A517 to close. 
With Pneumatic Valve A517 closed, fuel discharge into the main t ransfer  
line is  entirely through slow fill Pneumatic Valve A521 and Orifice A551. 
Fuel flow into the fuel tanks continues as in the fast  fill  sequence, but the 
fuel flowrate is reduced to 200 gpm by Orifice A551. 
As the filling operation progresses ,  the fuel tanking digital indicator panel 
indicates the percentage to which the tanks are filled, 
Slow fill Pneumatic Valve A521 is closed, and fuel t ransfer  is halted when 
Fuel Tanking Computer A583 senses  that the fuel tanks are 100 percent 
full with respect to the predetermined differential p ressure  programed 
into the fuel tanking computer. 
The fue l  density computer senses  the differential fuel pressure  between 
upper and lower pressure  probes in fuel tank F-4 and determines fuel 
density. 
Actual fuel density is compared with propellant loading tables to deter-  
mine the required fuel pressure  head correction. 
The correction factor is  programed into the tanking computer and the fuel 
quantity digital indicator panel indicates that more  than 100 percent (ap- 
proximately 102 percent) of the required fuel has been tanked. 
d. Transfer Line Drain. 
operation is automatically stepped to the t ransfer  line drain sequence and 
residual fuel is drawn from the transfer lines and pumped back to the fuel 
storage tank. 
Upon completion of the slow f i l l  sequence, the filling 
This sequence occurs as follows: 
In response to ;I coinmalid from Fuel Tanking Computer A583, slow fill 
Pneuniatic Val\,e A521 and booster line Pneumatic Valve A519 are closed. 
Line drain Pneumatic Valve A520 and power drain Pneumatic Valve A518 
are  opened. 
Transfer pump ,4502 is started,  and fuel is pumped f rom Storage Tank 
A501 thi-ough Strainer A511, Pneumatic Valve A520, Jet  Eductor A514, 
Pneumatic Valve A518 and back into the storage tank through Manual 
Valve A524. Fuel flow through the jet eductor draws fuel from the trans- 
fer line and into the storage tank through Pneumatic Valve A518 and Man- 
ual V a l v e  A524. 
c’. ‘Ttbrmination Sequence. Automatic filling operations are complete upon te r -  
The absence of fuel in the t ransfer  line min:ition of the line drain sequence. 
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causes Liquid Level Sensor A552 to initiate a three-minute t imer  which pro- 
g rams  the following sequence. 
1. Fuel Transfer Pump A502 is stopped. 
2. Discharge Pneumatic Valve A516 is closed. 
3. Line drain Pneumatic Valve A520 is closed. 
4. Power drain Pneumatic Valve A518 is closed, 
1.4.2.2 Adjust Level Drain. 
level drain operation is initiated to drain excess fuel f rom the S-I fuel tanks. After 
the tanks have been drained to the desired level, the operation is terminated with a 
t ransfer  line drain sequence and a purge of the fuel filling mast. 
Following the fill operation, the semi-automatic adjust 
a. The adjust level drain operation occurs as follows: 
1. The adjust level drain pushbutton on the RP-1 control panel i s  pressed to 
initiate the sequence. 
2. The fuel tanking computer transmits a signal to Pneumatic Relay A559 
which, in turn, opens level adjust Flow Regulator A522. 
3. Fill and drain Pneumatic Valve B l l l  is opened. 
4. Fuel f rom the S-I stage tanks flows into the t ransfer  line through Pneu- 
matic Valve B111, Quick-Disconnect Coupling B112, Retractable Coup- 
ling Assembly A4500, the fuel filling mast,  Strainer A512, and Flow 
Re gulato 1- A52 2. 
5. When the fuel tanks a r e  drained to within 101 percent of the desired fuel 
level, the fuel tanking computer signal to Pneumatic Relay A559 initiates 
a gradual closure of Flow Regulator A522. The regulator is fully closed 
when the fuel tanking computer senses that the tanks a r e  100 percent 
filled. 
6 .  With the line inert-reset switch on the RP-1 control panel turned to the 
LIKE INERT position, the feedback signal f rom Flow Regulator A522 com- 
mands closure of Pneumatic Valve B111. Completion of the adjust level 
drain operation is  signaled by an indicator on the RP-1 control panel. 
7 .  The fuel tanking digital indicator panel indicates that the fuel tanks a r e  
lo0 percent filled. 
b. Transfer Line Drain. With the line inert-reset  switch on the RP-1 control 
panel set  to the INERT position, fuel t ransfer  lines a r e  automatically drained 
a s  follo\\~s: 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Flow Regulator, A522, Pneumatic Valve A519, Pneumatic Valve A520, 
and Pneumatic Valve A518 are opened. 
Transfer Pump A504 is started. 
From the t ransfer  pump, fuel is discharged through Strainer A511, Pneu- 
matic Valve A520, Je t  Eductor A514, and Pneumatic Valve A518 and is 
returned to fuel Storage Tank A501 through Manual Valve A524. 
Fuel flow through Jet  Eductor A514 induces fuel f rom the t ransfer  line 
through Pneumatic Valve A519, Flow Regulator A522, and Pneumatic 
Valve A51 6. 
From Jet Eductor A514, the induced fuel flows into fuel Storage Tank 
A501 through Pneumatic Valve A518 and Manual Valve A524. 
c. Mast Purge, Immediately following the t ransfer  line drain sequence, the 
fuel filling mast purge i s  initiated, When most of the fuel is drained from 
the transfer line, Liquid Level Sensor A552 senses  the absence of fuel and 
s t a r t s  a three-minute t imer  that energizes circuits to the mast  purge, three- 
way toggle switch on the RP-1 control panel. 
follows: 
The purge sequence occurs as 
1. The mast purge, three-way toggle switch on the RP-1 control panel i s  
turned to the AUTOMATIC position. 
2. A solenoid valve located in the launcher is opened by a signal from the 
toggle switch, and allows GN2 a t  750 psig to flow into the fuel filling mast  
through Check Valve A4501. 
1 . 4 . 2 . 3  Replenish. Apart from the normal countdown sequence, an automatic fuel 
replenish operation may be performed when fuel requirements for  a launch are in- 
creased after the adjust level drain operation h a s  been performed. The replenish op- 
eration consists of a replenish sequence and a line drain sequence. Pr ior  to the ini- 
tiation of the replenish operation, a fuel differential pressure,  based on new propel- 
lant loading requirements, i s  dialed into the fuel tanking computer panel. Since the 
new differential pressure is greater  than the existing fuel differential pressure,  the 
f u e l  quantity digital indicator panel indicates that the fuel tanks are less than 100 
percent filled. ‘The operation is performed in four steps: initial setup, replenish, 
line drain,  and termination. 
a. Initial Setup. The following prerequisites must be satisfied before the re -  
plenish operation is initiated. 
1. Manual Valves A523 and A524 must be open. 
2. Manual Valve A591 must be closed, and Manual Valve A590 must be open. 
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3. The power switch on the RP-1 control panel must be positioned to ON and 
the four-way selector switch must be at the  OPERATE position. - 
b. Replenish. The replenish sequence occurs as follows: 
1. The replenish pushbutton on the RP-1 control panel is pressed. 
2. Fast f i l l  Pneumatic Valve A517, slow fill Pneumatic Valve A521 and fill 
and drain Pneumatic Valve B l l l  are opened. Booster line Pneumatic 
Valve A519 remains closed. 
3. A command signal s ta r t s  t ransfer  Pump A502 which provides a 2000 gpm 
fuel flow into the transfer lines via fast fill Pneumatic Valve A517. 
4. The command signal that s t a r t s  the fuel t ransfer  pump also initiates a 
30-second t imer  that programs the transfer line fast f i l l  sequence. Dur- 
ing this 30-second interval, the transfer lines are rapidly filled at a rate 
of 2000 gpm. 
5 .  At the end of this 30-second interval, the 30-second t imer  initiates clo- 
sure of fast fill Pneumatic Valve A517. 
tanks continues through slow fill Pneumatic Valve A521 and Orifice A551 
but at a reduced flowrate of 200 gpm. Liquid Level Sensor A553 is a back- 
up for the 30-second timer and can initiate closure of the fast f i l l  valve 
when a positive fuel level is detected in the t ransfer  line. 
Fuel flow to the S-I stage fuel 
6. Fuel flows to the fuel filling mast  through Strainer A575, Check Valve 
A580 and Strainer A512. 
7. From the fuel filling mast, fuel flows into the S-I stage fuel tanks through 
Retractable Coupling Assembly A4500, Quick-Disconnect Coupling B112 
and fill and drain Pneumatic Valve B111. 
8. As the fuel level in the tanks r i ses ,  air is displaced through fuel vent 
Pneumatic Valve  B260. 
c.  Line Drain. When the Fuel Tanking Computer A583 senses  that the S-I fuel 
tanks are 100 percent filled, the computer generates a signal that s teps  the 
sequence from replenish to line drain, 
d. Termination. 
line drain sequence. 
The replenish operation i s  complete a t  the termination of the 
1.4.2.4 Drain. Also apart  from the normal countdown sequence, an automatic drain 
operation may be performed to drain fuel f rom the S-I fuel tanks in the event of a 
launch abort, The drain operation progresses automatically upon initiation of a com- 
mand f rom the RP-1 control panel, and is performed in three steps: initial setup, 
drain and termination. 
a 
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a. Initial Setup. 
the sequence. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
The following cr i ter ia  must be  satisfied prior  to  initiation of 
Manual Valves A523, A524, and A590 must  be open. 
Fuel vent Pneumatic Valves B260 must be open. 
Fast fill Pneumatic Valve A517, Slow fill Pneumatic Valve A521 and Man- 
ual Valve A591 must be closed. 
The power switch on the RP-1 control panel must  be positioned to ON and 
the four-position selector switch must be  positioned to  OPERATE. 
4. 
b. Drain. The automatic drain sequence occurs  as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .  
7 .  
8 .  
The drain pushbutton on the RP-1 control panel is pressed. 
Power drain Pneumatic Valve A518, booster line Pneumatic Valve A519, 
level adjust Flow Regulator A522, and fill and drain Pneumatic Valve 
B l l l  a r e  opened. 
Fuel flows from fuel tanks F-1, F-2, F-3, and F-4, through Pneumatic 
Valve B l l l  and Coupling B112. 
From Quick-Disconnect Coupling B112,fuel en ters  the fuel filling mast 
through Retractable Coupling Assembly A4500 and passes  through Pneu- 
matic Valve A519, Flow Regulator A522, Strainer A575, discharge Pneu- 
matic Valve A516, Check Valve A534, and Pneumatic Valve A518. 
From the power drain valve the fuel enters  Storage Tank A501 through 
Manual Valve A524. The fuel flowrate i s  gradually reduced f rom approx- 
imately 900 gpm to approximately 400 gpm by the  drop in fuel head pres-  
su re  that occurs as fuel is  drained from the tanks. 
When the fuel tanks a r e  less  than 10 percent full, Fuel Tanking Computer 
A583 generates a signal that s t a r t s  Transfer  Pump A502 and causes  line 
drain Pneumatic Valve A520 to open. 
From Transfer Pump A502, fuel is discharged through Pneumatic Valve 
A520, Jet Eductor A514, and power drain Pneumatic Valve A518, and is 
returned to Storage Tank A501 through Manual Valve A524. 
Fuel flow through Jet Eductor A514 draws any remaining fuel in the S-I 
stage fuel tanks, fuel filling mast ,  o r  t ransfer  line into the storage tank 
through Pneumatic Valve A518 and Manual Valve A524. 
c .  Termination. 
the automatic drain sequence is terminated with the following shutdown se- 
quence: 
\.Vhen the last remaining fuel is  drained from the t ransfer  lines, 0 
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1. The absence of fuel in the t ransfer  lines causes  Liquid Level Sensor 
A552 to initiate a three-minute t imer.  
2. At termination of the three-minute t imer  cycle, Transfer  Pump A502 is 
stopped. 
3. Line drain Pneumatic Valve A520, power drain Pneumatic Valve A518, 
booster line Pneumatic Valve A519, level adjust Flow Regulator A522, 
and fill and drain Pneumatic Valve B211 are closed. 
1.4. 3 Engine Fuel Supply Operations - Engine fuel supply operations include: 
flight fuel bubbling sequence, a fuel tank pressurization sequence, inboard and out- 
board engine cutoff,and prevalve operation. 
a pre- 
1 .4 .  3. 1 Fuel Bubbling. 
tank suction lines is done to reduce temperature stratification of the fuel, and thereby 
improve engine s t a r t  characteristics. 
gins just before the LOX tanks are filled to 10 percent for leak check. 
bling supply i s  routed from valve panel No. 10 through short  cable mast  No. 2 and en- 
t e r s  the S-I stage through Quick-Disconnect Couplings A6505 and B370. 
micron Filter Assembly B373 removes contaminants as the GN2 en ters  the vehicle 
fuel bubbling manifold. The GN2 is routed through individual supply lines to each en- 
gine RP-1 suction line. Orifice Assemblies B372, mounted in each supply line, re- 
duces the supply pressure and protects the suction line f rom overpressure surges. 
Check Valve B371, mounted downstream f rom each orifice, prevent reverse  flow of 
R P - 1  into the bubbling manifold in the absence of GN2 pressure.  The GN2 passes  
through normally closed Pneumatic Valves (prevalves) B103 and through the fuel tanks 
before being vented out of the ullage portion of the tanks through fuel vent Pneumatic 
V a l v e s  B260. Fuel bubbling continues until the beginning of the automatic countdown 
sequence at T-150 seconds. At this time, the fuel vent valves close, and pressuriza- 
tion of the fuel tanks is begun. 
Pre-flight bubbling of fuel within the fuel tanks and the fuel 
GN2 bubbling of RP-1 in each suction line be- 
The GN2 bub- 
Twenty- 
0 
. 
1. 4. 3.2 Fuel Tank Pressurization. Fuel tank pressurization consists of a preflight 
pressurization sequence and an inflight pressurization sequence. 
a. Preflight Pressurization. Preflight pressurization is provided from GN2 
spheres which are  pressurized from the sphere pressurization supply line. 
The Gh’2 passes through Filters B254 and Electropneumatic Valves B255, 
and Orifices B256, which prevent pressure surge damage to the fuel tanks 
and associated lines. Operation of the electropneumatic valves is controlled 
by Pressure Sivitch B261 on fuel tank F-3. The pressure  switch controls the 
admission of GN2 by closing the electropneumatic valves when tank pressure 
reaches 17  ( TO. 3) psig and by opening the valves when tank pressure  drops 
0. 5 to 2. 0 psig. Preflight switch calibration i s  provided by Manual Valve 
B2W. The  valve is  capped before vehicle launch. Overpressure protec- 
tion for the fuel tank pressurization system during preflight pressurization 
is provided b y  fuel vent Pneumatic Valves B260 which vent pressure  in ex- 
cess of 19 (d. 5) psig. These va lves  a r e  actuated by 750-psig GN2 routed 
from valve panel No. 9 by way of Quick-Disconnect Couplings A3062 and B264. 
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b. In-Flight Pressurization. Fuel tank pressure  is maintained during S-I flight 
by a 3000-psig supply of GN2 from two 20-cubic foot pressure  spheres.  Tank 
pressurization utilizes Electropneumatic Valves B255, Orifices B256, and 
P res su re  Switch B261 in the same manner as described in the preceding para- 
graph during the initial portion of powered flight. A s  pressure  decays in the 
GN2 spheres, Electropneumatic Valves B255-1, -2, and -3 are sequenced 
out of the fuel tank pressurization switch control circuit  at se t  intervals. At 
liftoff and for 39 seconds thereafter, all three valves a r e  slaved to fuel tank 
pressure switch B261. At 39 seconds after liftoff, B255-1 is disenabled, at 
54 seconds after liftoff B255-3 is disenabled, and finally at 70 seconds B255-2 
i s  disenabled. Seventy seconds after vehicle liftoff, fuel tank pressure  and 
vehicle acceleration are sufficient to meet fuel pump inlet and tank s t ructural  
p ressure  requirements for the remainder of powered flight. 
In the event of indiLTidua1 engine failure during flight, the dead engine Conax valve sig- 
nals Solenoid Valve B217 to close Pneumatic Valve B103, thus shutting off fuel flow to 
t h e  dead engine. The lower interconnecting manifold then distributes dead-engine fuel 
to the  other engines. At outboard engine cutoff, the amount of fuel in the dead-engine 
fue l  tank exceeds the individual amounts contained in the other fuel tank by approxi- 
mately 10 gallons. 
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1 . 4 . 3 . 3  Engine Operation and Cutoff. During engine operation, fuel flows from each 
fuel tank into two suction lines, through Pneumatic Valves (prevalves) B103, and to 
the inlet side of the H-1 engine fuel pumps. Two seconds after the fuel level in tanks 
F-2 and F-4 drops below cutoff Liquid Level Sensors B104 o r  the LOX level falls be- 
low liquid level sensors in LOX tanks 0 - 2  and 0-4, a signal is transmitted to  the in- 
board engine Conax valves to shut down the inboard engines (engines 5, 6 ,  7 ,  and 8) . 
When fuel depletion is normal, the outboard engines a r e  shut down by a six-second 
timer that is  initiated at  inboard engine cutoff. 
second timer,  the fuel level falls below Liquid Level Sensors B125 in fuel tanks F-2 
and F-4, the sensors f i re  the outboard engine Conax valves before the t imer  expires. 
This backup for the six-second timer is  provided to insure that sufficient fuel remains 
in the tanks for a fuel-rich engine cutoff. The position of the sensors  is such that ap- 
proximately 4 ,680  pounds of fuel i s  retained. 
If, during the interval of the six- 
1 . 4 .  3 . 4  Prevalve Operation. Pneumatic Valves (prevalves) B103 are pneumatically 
actuated, normally closed shut-off valves. They a r e  used to control fuel flow to the 
H-1  engines. The prevalves a r e  actuated by 750-psig GN2 control pressure  f rom the 
vehicle control pressure system. 
engine cutoff sequence o r  in the event of a launch abort. GN2 from the 750-psig GN2 
distribution Manifold B211 is controlled by normally-closed Solenoid Valves B217. 
When Solenoid Valves B217 a r e  opened, GN2 flows through Orifices B218 and opens 
the prevalves. The prevalves a r e  closed by closing Solenoid Valves B217 thereby 
removing the pneumatic supply to the prevalves. 
The prevalves a r e  closed as par t  of the normal H-1 
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SECTION 2 
INDEX OF FINDING NUMBERS 
This section contains an alpha-numerical list, by finding number, of the RP-1 fuel 
system components that function during a prelaunch countdown ,during vehicle flight, 
or  in the event of a launch abort. The finding numbers listed identify components on 
system schematic diagrams provided in section 111. Additional columns in the index 
of finding numbers provide such pertinent information as component description and 
function, part  number, and the supplier’s name and par t  number. A break will occur 
in the alpha-numeric sequence of finding numbers when a component, o r  component 
se r ies  is: non-functional during the countdown; functional only in the event of a mal- 
function; functional in t e rms  of a maintenance operation only; or  par t  of another func- 
tional system. 
The significance of finding number alphabetical prefixes used in this ten-volume set 
is explained below. 
FINDING NUMBER 
PREFIX 
DESIGNATED AREA 
A Ground support components 
B S-I stage components 
E 
G 
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SECTION 3 
MECHANICAL SCHEMATICS 
This section contains mechanical schematics that show the functional arrangement of 
RP-1 fuel system components listed in section 11. 
For a definition of the mechanical symbols used, s ee  MSFC-STD-162A. 
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APPENDIX A 
LISTING OF LAUNCH VEHICLE SA-8 AND LAUNCH COMPLEX 37B VOLUMES 
Volume 
I. 
11. 
111. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
VI1 . 
VIII. 
IX. 
X. 
Title 
RP-1 Fuel System 
LOX System 
LH2 System 
Nitrogen, Helium, and Gaseous Hydrogen 
Stor age Facility 
Pneumatic Distribution System 
Environmental Conditioning Systems 
Launch Pad Accessories 
H-1 Engine and Hydraulic System 
RLlOA-3 Engine and Hydraulic System 
Separation and Flight Termination System 
A.  1 
